Report
Cleveland International Piano Competition Conversation —
Classical Improvisation and the Cadenza (August 2)
by Guytano Parks
The second Festival Event of The Cleveland International Piano Competition held
in the Recital Hall at The Cleveland Museum of Art, “Classical Improvisation and
the Cadenza,” featured one of Cleveland's
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the art of improvisation in an extremely en*$*,1*0$11(5
This morning's enlightening conversation
began with the simple question, "what is
appropriate?" There are many considerations to ponder if one were to improvise a cadenza or add extra notes to the score during a concerto performance in modern-day pre6(17$7,2162)&21&(57086,& #1'28%7('/<$'$817,1*$1'3(5+$367(55,)<,1*35263(&7)25
most, but in Mozart's time, it was customary and second nature for the performer to not
only improvise a cadenza at that special moment in a concerto, but to also add notes
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of that period had all sorts of tricks and devices up their sleeves — scales, arpeggios,
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integral to the expression of the language, and despite having played a particular song
countless times, variation and spontaneous inspiration play a key role in its success and
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language of jazz, performers in Mozart and Beethoven's day were likewise equipped with
elements of their Classical language, delighting and dazzling audiences with their tech1,48(,1',9,'8$/,7<$1',19(17,9(1(66
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Mozart to demonstrate the many considerations and
possibilities — and what would be stylistically inappropriate — of cadenza composition, attendees were
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prize winner in the 2011 Cleveland International Piano
Competition, took to the stage to perform the cadenza
he composed for Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 13 in
C, which he performed with CityMusic Cleveland
(conducted by Cleveland Institute of Music President
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calling out the action play-by-play in sportscaster
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countered, “aaah — but it's you taking elements from
Mozart's creation and manipulating and juxtaposing
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